**ABSTRACT:** Herein, a nanowelding technique is adopted to fabricate three-dimensional layer-by-layer Pd-containing nano-composite structures with special properties. Nanowires fabricated from noble metals (Pd, Pt, Au, and Ag) were used to prepare Pd–Pd nanostructures and Pd–Au, Pd–Pt, Pd–Ag, and Pd–Pt–Au nanostructures by controlling the welding temperature. The recrystallization behavior of the welded composite materials was observed and analyzed. In addition, their excellent mechanical and electrical properties were confirmed by performing 10,000 bending test cycles and measuring the resistances. Finally, flexible and wearable nanoheaters and gas sensors were fabricated using our proposed method. In comparison with conventional techniques, our proposed method can not only easily achieve sensors with a large surface area and flexibility but also improve their performance through the addition of catalyst metals. A gas sensor fabricated using the Pd–Au nanocomposites demonstrated 3.9-fold and 1.1-fold faster H2 recovery and response, respectively, than a pure Pd–Pd gas sensor device. Moreover, the Pd–Ag nanocomposite exhibited a high sensitivity of 5.5% (better than that of other fabricated gas sensors) for 1.6% H2 concentration. Therefore, we believe that the fabricated nanocomposites appear promising for wide applications in wearable gas sensors, flexible optical devices, and flexible catalytic devices.
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generation from formic acid at room temperature. The abovementioned nanocomposites were mainly fabricated using metal nanotubes, nanowires (NWs), nanorods, or nanoparticles; this unfortunately limits the shape control of nanocomposite structures. Moreover, large surface area particles; this unfortunately limits the shape control of metal nanotubes, nanowires (NWs), nanorods, or nanocomposites were mainly fabricated using solar cells, photocatalysts, and polarization-dependent evaporation, with demonstrated applications in dye-sensitized solar cells, photocalysts, and polarization-dependent color filters.

To further improve the nanocomposites, our group proposed a novel method for the fabrication of three-dimensional (3D) grid-like Ag–TiO2 and Ag–Au nanocomposites for photocatalysis and polarization color filters using nanowelding technique. Until now, we have only studied nanoscale composites comprising low-melting temperature noble metals (Ag and Au). To expand the range of applications of the developed nanomaterials and fabricate well-arrayed nanocomposite structures, in this work, we attempted to fabricate various 3D nanocomposite structures based on NWs of high-melting temperature noble metals such as Pd and Pt using the nanowelding technique. We evaluated how the NW thickness and the welding temperature affected the nanocomposite structure. Noble metals Pd and Pt with special properties are widely applied in the catalysis and gas sensor fields; therefore, the resultant nanocomposites were subsequently applied as flexible and wearable heaters and gas sensors.

Pd–Au, Pd–Pt, Pd–Ag, and Pd–Pt–Au nanocomposite structures were fabricated by nanowelding the corresponding NW arrays. In addition, the recrystallization behavior of the fabricated samples was evaluated by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). Their binding energy and composition were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), respectively; and their mechanical and electrical properties were evaluated by performing 10,000 bending test cycles and conductivity measurements, respectively. Finally, flexible and wearable nan heaters and gas sensors were fabricated using the proposed method. In comparison with conventional techniques, our proposed method not only easily achieves sensors with a large surface area and flexibility but also improves their performance through the addition of catalyst metals. A gas sensor fabricated using the Pd–Au nanocomposites demonstrated 3.9-fold and 1.1-fold faster H2 recovery and response, respectively, than a pure Pd–Pd gas sensor device. Moreover, Pd–Ag nanocomposites exhibited a high sensitivity of 5.5% (better than that of other fabricated gas sensors) for the 1.6% H2 concentration. We believe that the fabricated 3D composite nanostructures will have significant applications in various fields including catalysis, gas sensing, and electrochemistry.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Fabrication. Flexible and wearable nan heaters and gas sensors were fabricated from the composite nanostructures. Schematics of the devices are shown in Figure 1a, alongside a conceptual image showing how the devices could be embedded in a cloth. The nanofabrication process is demonstrated in Figure 1b. A nanocomposite sample with a large surface area exhibited good bendability and uniform morphology, as shown in Figure 1c. First, a nanoimprinted resin was chosen to be coated on a Si template with dimensions of 100 nm (width) × 100 nm (space) × 150 nm (depth) to fabricate periodic patterns, then the resin coating on the Si template was covered with polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and rolling was performed on the substrate to enable the resin to thoroughly penetrate the nanopatterns of the Si template (see Figure 1b(i)). UV-curing was performed for 90 s sessions in order to complete the polymerization process (see Figure 1b(ii)). The polymer mold with nanopatterns was then detached from the Si master (see Figure 1b(iii)). Then, noble metals (Pd, Pt, Ag, and Au) were vertically deposited on the polymer mold to obtain the metal nanostructures (see Figure 1b(iv,v)). Two such samples with different kinds of metal nanostructures were aligned to form a...
A crisscross structure, and nanowelding was performed at the temperature and pressure of thermal nanoimprinting (Hutem Co, Korea) (see Figure 1b). It is worth noting that, in this process, the heating temperature is determined by the melting point and the thickness of metals. Wronski and Berman and Curzon predicted the size-dependent melting temperatures of noble metals on a nanoscale.44,45 In addition, several other researchers have investigated the melting points of metals on a nanoscale as well as the nanowelding technique. Therefore, different heating temperatures were used for different metals. The corresponding nanowelding conditions are provided in the later sections. Finally, 3D nanocomposite structures were obtained after the detachment process (see Figure 1b(vii,viii)).

Based on this fabrication process, Pd, Pt, Au, and Ag metals were deposited onto patterned polymer molds to form metal NW arrays, followed by a nanowelding process to bond the NW arrays at a 90° angle to form Pd–Au, Pd–Pt, Pd–Ag, and Pd–Pt–Au nanocomposite structures. The preparation of the patterned polymer mold and the NW fabrication and nanocomposites are explained below.

The surface energies can be referenced from a previous work.46 To prepare the polymer mold, the imprint resin was coated on the surface of the Si stamp, and UV curing was performed for 90 s to polymerize the resin. Then, the PET film was lifted from the Si stamp, along with the patterned polymer. Subsequently, UV curing was performed to fully polymerize the patterned polymer.

Different kinds of noble metal NW arrays (Pd, Pt, Au, and Ag; 100 nm width × 200 nm pitch × 20 nm thickness) were fabricated by depositing the corresponding metals onto the patterned polymer on the PET film by electron beam evaporation (Daeki Hi-Tech Co., Ltd., Korea) at a rate of 1 Å s⁻¹. Subsequently, nanowelding of the metal NW arrays was implemented using an abovementioned method47 at a pressure of 5 bar and a temperature of over 160 °C for 10 min by thermal nanoimprinting (Hutem Co, Korea).

Application. The temperature of the nanoheaters could be changed by adjusting the DC voltage across the nanostructure via a power supply (UP-3005D, UNICORN TMI, Korea). To evaluate the heating behavior, a data logger (midi LOGGER GL220, Graphtec, Japan) was used to record the temperature of the nanoheaters, and infrared (IR) thermal imaging was performed using an IR thermal camera (E6, FLIR Systems, USA).

The gas sensing performance of the fabricated nanostructures was evaluated in a sealed chamber with a probe station. H₂ gas with a certain concentration was injected into the sealed chamber, and the real-time current was recorded using a sourcemeter (Keithley 2635B).
N\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2} gases were mixed at a 4:1 ratio to represent the basic air environment. The concentrations of the gases were controlled using a mass flow controller.

**Characterization.** The morphologies and cross-sections of the fabricated samples were, respectively, observed by field-emission SEM (FESEM; Sirion, FEI, The Netherlands) and focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) (Helios Nanolab, FEI, The Netherlands). HRTEM (JEM-ARM200FEM, JEOL, Japan) was performed to confirm the recrystallization of the two different metals. XPS (K-Alpha+, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) was performed to analyze the crystallinity of the interfaces of different metals. An etching method was used to analyze the depth profile: 30 °C; monoatomic Ar ion gun (energy: 500 eV; raster size: 1 μm; pass energy of 151.8 eV was used for neutralization. An X-ray beam of 0.02° was used to analyze the crystallinity of the fabricated samples. In addition, X-ray diffraction (XRD; SmartLab, MXD10, Rigaku Corporation) was used to analyze the crystallinities and orientations of the nanocomposite structures.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Morphologies and Cross-Sectional Images of Pd-Containing Nanocomposites.** Bulk metals have an inherently high melting temperature, often exceeding 1000 °C. However, noble metals reportedly have lower melting temperatures on a nanoscale. Considering this, we fabricated various nanocomposite structures from noble metal NW arrays using nanowelding technique. Figure 2a(i),b(i),c(i),d(i) show the morphological SEM images of Pd, Pt, Au, and Ag NWs, respectively; FIB-SEM cross-sectional images of the NWs are shown in the insets. Pd−Pd, Pt−Pt, Au−Au, and Ag−Pd nanocomposite structures were fabricated by nanowelding the corresponding NW arrays at a 90° angle; their morphologies are shown in Figure 2a(ii),b(ii),c(ii),d(ii), respectively, and the corresponding cross-sectional images are shown in Figure 2a(iii),b(iii),c(iii),d(iii), respectively. Figure 2a−d show that the nanocomposite structures did not have any defects.

The melting temperatures of bulk Pd, Pt, Au, and Ag are 1555, 1768.3, 1064, and 961.8 °C, respectively. In previous works, we describe how the melting temperatures of nanoscale Au and Ag samples depend on the thickness of the metals. We found that the sequence of melting temperatures on a nanoscale could be judged by the melting temperature of bulk metals of the same size. Therefore, the welding temperature of Pd and Pt on a nanoscale can probably be estimated based on previous results. Welding at temperatures of 130−150 °C resulted in incomplete nanowelding of the Pd−Pd nanocomposites, as shown in the SEM images in Figure S1. From these images, the appropriate welding temperature of the Pd NWs was estimated as 160 °C. Interestingly, 90 nm-thick Ag NWs were observed in the Ag−Pd nanocomposite (Figure 2d). This is because thin Ag NWs have a lower melting point that cannot overcome the welding temperature of Pd.

To investigate the effect of NW thickness, which can affect its melting point on a nanoscale, Ag NWs with a thickness of 40 nm were nanowelded with Pd NWs at 160 °C; the SEM images are shown in Figure S2. To show the diversity of the nanocomposite structures, three kinds of metal nanocomposites based on Pt, Pd, and Au were fabricated by the nanowelding method. Importantly, Pt−Pd nanocomposite structures were fabricated by nanowelding at 190 °C because of the higher melting point of Pt, while Pd−Au was fabricated at 160 °C. Figure 2e shows the surface and cross-section morphologies of a Pd−Pt−Au nanocomposite structure. It is well known that conventional methods are not suitable for the fabrication of large surface area nanostructures on most types of substrates. However, as demonstrated in Figure 2f, the fabrication of flexible and large surface area samples (120 × 120 mm) was possible by this technique.

**HRTEM and EDS Mapping of Pd-Containing Nanocomposites.** To better observe the recrystallization and the position of the fabricated samples, HRTEM and EDS mapping were performed, as shown in Figure 3. To clearly observe the welding phenomenon, different magnification images of the nanostructures are shown in Figure 3(i−iv). The top and bottom insets in Figure 3(iv) show the crystallized structures and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) images, respectively. The compositions of the nanostructures were confirmed by EDS mapping, as shown in Figure 3(v−viii). Figure 3 reveals that...
the nanocomposite structures were easily fabricated by the proposed method. In addition, the HRTEM and EDS mapping images of the Pd−Pt nanocomposite structures (Figure S3) confirm the diversity of the proposed nanofabrication method.

**XPS and XRD Analyses.** To evaluate the binding energy, chemical composition, and crystallization orientation of the fabricated nanostructures, XPS and XRD were performed. Figure 4 shows the XPS and XRD spectra of the Pd−Pt nanocomposite structures. XPS etching was implemented to observe the binding energy of the interface of Pd and Pt NWs. The depth profile analysis of the fabricated sample is shown in Figure 4a. The relative percentage of each element was dependent on the change in the etching time. At an etching time of about 15 s, the relative percentage of Pd 3d began to decrease, while that of Pt 4f started to increase. After about 75 s of etching, the percentage of Pd 3d was close to 0. Based on this, we can conclude that the etching reached the interface between Pd and Pt at around 60−75 s. The binding energies of Pd 3d and Pt 4f with different etching times are displayed in Figure 4.

**Figure 4.** XPS and XRD results of Pd−Pt nanocomposite structures. (a) Variation in the relative percentages of different elements of Pd−Pt nanostructures with etching time. (b) Pd 3d and (c) Pt 4f binding energies of Pd and Pt NWs in the nanocomposite structures etched for different periods. (d) Pd 3d binding energy at a critical etching time. XRD spectrum of Pd−Pt nanocomposite structures. (e) XRD result of Pd−Pt nanocomposite structures.

**Figure 5.** Mechanical and electrical properties of the Pd−Au nanocomposite before and after cyclic bending tests. (a) Photograph of the bending tester connected with the fabricated sample using an electrode. (b,c) Rate of change in the resistance (ΔR/R₀) with upward and downward bending of the flexible film comprising the fabricated nanostructures depending on the change in the curvature (1/r) and the number of bending cycles. (d,e) Surface and cross-sectional images before and after the bending test (scale bar: 3 μm; scale bar of inset: 1 μm; and scale bar of cross-sectional images (i) 2 μm).
Figure 4b,c, respectively. Figure 4b shows that the Pd 3d peak slightly shifted at a critical etching point. The binding energies of the critical etching points are displayed in Figure 4d. A new peak appears at an etching time of 75 s. For reference, the XPS results of Pd$^{+}$Pd, Pd$^{+}$Ag, and Pd$^{+}$Au nanostructures are shown in Figures S4, S5, and S7, respectively, with detailed explanations provided in the captions. The crystal orientation of the Pd$^{+}$Pt nanocomposite structure was measured by XRD, as shown in Figure 4e. The peaks corresponding to the (111), (200), (220), and (311) crystal directions appeared at 40, 47, 65, and 82°, respectively. By analyzing and comparing with ref 50, we inferred that the two peaks at 44 and 54° represent Pd$_x$ and PdO, respectively. The XRD spectra of the Pd$^{+}$Ag and Pd$^{+}$Au nanocomposite structures are shown in Figures S6 and S8, respectively.

Evaluation of Mechanical and Electrical Properties of Pd-Containing Nanocomposites. To evaluate the mechanical and electrical properties of the fabricated nanostructures, the Pd$^{+}$Au nanocomposite was selected for bending and resistance tests. Figure 5 shows the mechanical and electrical properties of the flexible Pd$^{+}$Au nanocomposite film before and after cyclic bending. To perform the bending test and measure the resistance simultaneously, an electrode was connected to the bending tester, as shown in Figure 5a. The rate of change in the resistance [$\Delta R/R_0$, where $\Delta R$ is the difference between the resistance after bending and the initial resistance ($R_0$)] was evaluated during upward and downward bending depending on the change in the curvature (1/r, where r is the radius of curvature of the bent film) and the number of bending cycles; the results are shown in Figure 5b,c, respectively.
respectively. The upward and downward samples represent the direction of the nanostructured surface. The bending test was performed for 10,000 bending cycles and the rate of change in the resistance was measured at intervals of 1000 cycles. From Figure 5b,c, we can obtain the $\Delta R / R_0$ values. In addition, the surface and cross-sectional morphologies before and after 10,000 bending cycles were observed by SEM-FIB. As can be seen, the surface nanostructures of the sample were intact even after the cyclic bending test. Thus, we can conclude that our fabricated nanostructures have good mechanical and electrical properties.

Flexible Nanoheaters Based on Pd-Containing Nanocomposites. To evaluate the application of the fabricated samples, they were used to produce nanoheaters. Recently, nanoheaters have become increasingly important for various applications under extremely cold conditions, such as defogging windows and mirrors in cars and for heating solar panels and clothing. $^{51-55}$ Thus far, most nanoheaters have been based on silver NWs, copper NWs, and carbon nanotubes, and were prepared by electrospinning, spray-coating, and spin-coating methods. $^{56-59}$ Recently, Cui et al. $^{60}$ reported the high-resolution, large-scale printing of highly conductive Ag NWs for flexible and stretchable heaters based on the electrohydrodynamic printing method. However, these methods have limitations in terms of fabricating well-arrayed structures and nanoscale spaces, which means that the existing nanoheaters lack the required uniformity. To overcome these issues, in this study, we fabricated nanoheaters with well-arrayed nanostructures based on noble metal NWs using the nanowelding technique. Figure 6 shows the characterization results of a nanoheater based on the Pd–Au grid-like nanocomposite structure on a PET film. Figure 6a(i–iii) show the schematic image, photograph, and morphology of the fabricated heater, respectively, and Figure 6b shows IR images of the temperature distributions of the film at different DC voltages. The temperature of the heater could be controlled between 25 and 150 °C by adjusting the voltage from 1 to 3.5 V at intervals of 0.5 V. Figure 6c displays the time-dependent change in the average temperature of the nanoheater. To confirm the uniformity of the temperature distributions, the temperatures at the center and on the side of the heater were measured using a temperature sensor; the temperatures at these locations are indicated by the black and red curves, respectively. When the input DC voltage was increased from 0 to 3.5 V at intervals of 0.5 V for every 60 s, the average temperature increased to about 135.5 °C. When the input DC voltage was decreased from 3.5 to 0 V at intervals of 0.5 V every 60 s (Figure S9). At a constant applied voltage, the saturation time of temperature of the heater was checked, and the graph is shown in Figure S10.

The heating performance of the Pd–Au heater was compared with that of an Ag–Ag grid-like nanostructure prepared by the nanowelding method. The morphologies of the Pd–Au and Ag–Ag nanostructures are shown in Figure 7.
S11. Figure 6d shows how the current of the Pd–Au and Ag–Ag nanostructures changed with variation in the DC voltage, with SEM images of the nanostructures before and after application of the voltage shown in the insets. When a voltage of 2.5 V was applied to the heaters, the current of the Ag–Ag nanostructure instantly dropped to 0, and the heating process was hindered due to the fracture of Ag NWs. In contrast, the Pd–Au nanostructures did not undergo deformation owing to the high melting temperature. The voltage-dependent changes in the temperatures of the two kinds of heaters are shown in Figure 6e. In addition, the time-dependent change in the average temperature of the Ag–Ag nanostructure is shown in Figure S12.

In order to demonstrate the stability of the fabricated nanoheater, a cyclic heating test was performed by repeatedly applying a DC voltage to the Pd–Au nanoheater. Figure 6f shows the reliability of this heater, irrespective of the repetition of its on/off functions. The temperature increased linearly with the input power density, as shown in Figure 6g. To demonstrate the large surface area and flexible and wearable properties, a heater with a size of 120 × 120 mm was fabricated based on the Pd and Au NWs by the nanowelding method. Figure 6h shows the IR images of the heater. The flexible and wearable functions are demonstrated in Figure 6h(ii),(iii). The related IR images are provided in Figure S13 for reference. Moreover, bending tests were performed with different curvatures at a constant temperature, and the results are shown in Figure 6h(iv). Bending did not affect the temperature distribution of the heater; therefore, we believe that our fabricated array heater will be important for flexible and wearable electronics.

**Flexible Gas Sensors Based on Pd-Containing Nanostructures.** To further demonstrate the practicality of the nanocomposite structures, a H2 gas sensor was fabricated and evaluated. H2 is widely considered an important material for promising next-generation green energy resources. However, it is an explosive gas with a lower flammability limit of 4% in air. Moreover, because H2 is colorless and odorless, it is difficult to detect with human senses. Thus, the development of H2 gas sensors with improved sensitivity, response, selectivity, and stability is necessary. Until now, Pd is mainly used as a functional material for detecting H2 because it can easily absorb the H2 gas and convert it into palladium hydride (PdHx) at room temperature, thereby changing the electrical and optical properties of the material.

Recently, Pt, Au, and Ag metals have been used to fabricate nanocomposite structures to enhance the performance of gas sensors. For example, Wang and Feng demonstrated that a Pd–Ag film with a high H2 permeability realized a 60-fold faster H2 sensing speed than a pure Pd film. Jang et al. reported on the development of hollow Pd–Ag alloy NWs (Pd@Ag HNWs) using the electrodeposition of lithographically patterned silver NWs for enhancing the performance of an H2 sensor. Li et al. prepared Pd@Pt NWs for accelerated H2 gas detection, and Namba et al. investigated the acceleration of H2 absorption at Pd–Au surface alloys by means of thermal desorption spectroscopy and hydrogen depth profiling with nuclear reaction analysis. In addition, Moreno et al. reported on the sensing characteristics of an optical hydrogen sensor based on a Pd/Au thin film, which showed a sensitivity of ~0.24% with a response time of 23 s for 2% H2. Therefore, it can be concluded that Pd-containing nanocomposite structures are important for gas sensing applications. However, in previous researches, the flexibility and wearable of the substrates and the arrangement of uniform nanocomposite structures in a large scale were limited. In this work, various well-arrayed nanocomposite structures fabricated on flexible substrates were employed and evaluated as H2 gas sensors toward flexible and wearable applications.

The basic H2 sensing mechanism for a Pd-based chemiresistor is shown in Figure 7a. When H2 gas was injected into a sealed chamber containing the fabricated gas sensor, H2 was absorbed by the Pd material and converted into PdHx, increasing the resistance. The schematic of the gas sensing system is shown in Figure 7b. The sensing performances of the gas sensors based on Pd–Ag, Pd–Au, and Pd–Pd nanostructures were compared in terms of sensitivity, response and recovery time, and selectivity. The selectivities of the Pd–Pd, Pd–Ag, and Pd–Au gas sensors toward 1–2% H2 gas are shown in Figure 7c(i,ii), respectively. The recovery and response times of the three kinds of gas sensors are, respectively, shown in Figure 7c(iii,iv). Notably, the recovery and response time of the Pd–Au gas sensor was the shortest. This is because Au can accelerate H2 absorption, leading to the rapid formation of PdHx and thereby increase the resistance. This is consistent with a previous report. The recovery and response times of the Pd–Ag gas sensor were longer than those of the Pd–Pd gas sensor; however, the Pd–Ag nanocomposite structure exhibited remarkable sensitivity because Ag can enhance H2 gas detection.

Applied voltage-controlled H2 sensing was implemented to demonstrate the sensing effect of the fabricated nanocomposite structures as the reference. The results are provided in Figure S14. To determine the selectivity of the sensor toward H2 gas, selectivity tests were performed using H2S, NO2, and CO gases, and the results are shown in Figure 7c(v). The detailed experimental results are presented in Figure S15. The results confirm excellent H2 selectivity of the gas sensor. By researching various gas sensors based on different nanocomposite structures, we can better confirm the importance of our fabricated nanocomposite structures in improving the performances of various devices including gas sensors, catalysts, and energy harvesting materials. Finally, in order to demonstrate the limit of detection, the added experiment was implemented (Figure S16). The results of our experiments revealed that the gas sensor starts to operate from an H2 concentration of 0.5%, and an H2 concentration of 2% can be detected. This, however, allows us to detect the gas at up to the explosive limit (4%). We will focus on designing further nanocomposite structures using our proposed method to enhance the performance of gas sensors in future research.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, 3D layer-by-layer Pd-containing nanocomposite structures based on Pt, Au, and Ag NWs were successfully fabricated on flexible and wearable substrates using the nanowelding technique. Pd–Pd grid-like nanostructures and Pd–Pt, Pd–Au, Pd–Ag, and Pd–Pt–Au nanocomposite structures were fabricated without any defects using our proposed method. The results showed that the large surface area, flexible, and wearable heater comprising the well-arrayed nanostructures exhibited better performance compared with conventional heaters based on random Ag NWs. Moreover, as compared to conventional gas sensors fabricated using brittle metal oxide materials, Pd-containing gas sensors can be easily fabricated on a flexible and wearable substrate while realizing a
that our fabrication method can be applied in various fields such as electrocatalysts, gas sensors, and optics.
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